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Abstract

The problem of correspondence search in a stereo system
may be alleviated if an active light source projects colour
codes onto the scene� To reduce the amount of ambigu�
ous or false matches� additional information drawn from
feature�based passive stereo techniques can be used� In
this paper we discuss the application of fuzzy data fusion
techniques to a dual�mode stereo system� Information
from passive stereo is used whenever the active procedure
cannot �nd an unambiguous match� The algorithm pre�
sented in the paper uses a fuzzy rule�based approach to
integrate crisp as well as fuzzy input data� It is shown
that the combination of data obtained in both modes of
operation may lead to a signi�cant increase in the num�
ber of matches meeting a certain credibility criterion� We
present some of our experimental results based on real
stereo image data and conclude the paper with a discus�
sion of perspectives for possible future research�

� Introduction

In general� passive stereo algorithms are more reli�
able in matching pixels in the vicinity of features such
as edges than matching pixels belonging to large and
unstructured regions� By contrast� active procedures
as developed in ��� �� �	 use light codes projected onto
the objects in the scene to identify corresponding pix�
els even in completely featureless areas 
with di�erent
resolutions�� In our system the code pattern consists of
light with colour hues changing continuously along the
horizontal direction of the stereo images� while the hue
of the pattern remains constant in the vertical direction�
Searching for corresponding pixels is therefore reduced
to locating identical colour hues on corresponding epipo�
lar lines determined by the conguration of the stereo
cameras� As opposed to the passive approach the ac�
tive method su�ers from deciencies pertaining to the
identication of correspondences in the neighbourhood of
sharp edges� e�g� that produce occluding contours not vis�
ible in the passive case� It is therefore desirable to com�
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Figure �� The basic experimental set�up

bine the advantages of both approaches� thereby elimi�
nating these disadvantages� The experimental setup is
shown in Fig� �� Further advantages of this particular
setup are discussed in ��	 and references are given�

Since both the active and the passive mode of opera�
tion require two stereo cameras� the stereo rig of Fig� � is
used in both modes� The rig records the images from the
scene while it is illuminated by colour codes as well as the
colour images resulting from ambient lighting� To pro�
duce the colour codes� the setup includes a projector 
in
our case a standard slide projector�� Since the active sys�
tem requires less computational e�ort for calculating ob�
ject point distances it is used as long as colour codes can
be found in the scene� Once the measurements become
erratic or ambiguous the algorithms for the evaluation of
the data of the passive system are invoked and combined
with the ambiguous active results to yield improved es�
timates of the true locations of correspondences�

Our experiments show that when an ambiguousmatch
occurs� the passive stereo is very frequently capable of
resolving the ambiguity� in particular if the pixels under



consideration are located in the vicinity of characteris�
tic features such as edges� Fusion between data of active
and passive stereo algorithms may result in a more dense
range map than could be achieved by each of the indi�
vidual procedures�

� Processing Steps

The active system matches colour hues to nd corre�
sponding object points� The passive technique extracts
�straight edges� from the images� Information on edge
attributes such as length� angle� etc� is exploited to nd
corresponding edges� Both the active and the passive
stereo procedure comprise the following processing steps�

� Acquisition of image data�
Two colour cameras are used for recording the im�
ages of illuminated objects 
in the active case� or
objects re�ecting only the ambient light 
in the pas�
sive case��

� Low�level processing�
Determination of the colour code for all pixels 
ac�
tive case�� estimation of gradients in the neighbour�
hood of each pixel and determination of the angular
deviation among these gradients� Based on this in�
formation identication of points in the vicinity of
edges 
passive case��

� Extraction of line segments�
Computation of epipolar lines that contain the
corresponding pixels 
active case�� extraction of
straight edge segments composed of the edge points
mapped in the previous stage 
passive case��

� Correspondence search�
In the active procedure the colour codes of pixels
along corresponding epipolar lines are compared�
while the passive procedure compares the attributes
of extracted straight edges�

� Generation of range maps�
For related pixels� i�e� those marked as correspond�
ing in the previous step range values may be calcu�
lated and visualized in a range map�

� Fusion Objectives

The fusion of data acquired by the active and pas�
sive stereo algorithms may be established between vari�
ous corresponding lower or higher processing levels� De�
pending on the way the data integration is organised�
several di�erent tasks may be performed�

� Filtering of the input data�
For the purpose of generating range values for con�
tour edges of an object� the input data of the active

procedure may be restricted� for example� to those
pixels labelled by the passive procedure as being lo�
cated in the vicinity of an edge 
the active procedure
supports the passive procedure in order to examine
boundaries more closely�� Alternatively� the active
procedure is applied only to those regions that are
limited by continuous lines 
regions are examined
more closely��

� Simpli�cation of the search process�
As the illumination of objects is completely di�erent
in both cases� the information sets gathered from
both procedures are in some sense �orthogonal��
i�e� may complement each other� The feature�based
passive procedure may prot from additional colour
information at object lines� whereas the intensity�
based active procedure may benet from informa�
tion on edge locations during the colour matching
process� Decisions made while the passive algorithm
progresses 
e�g� an image point is close to an edge�
for which possibly another correspondence candi�
date has already been found� can be utilized in an
iterative process to resolve ambiguities of the active
procedure� Conversely� if corresponding pixels were
found by the active procedure lying on 
straight�
edges� these edges are likely to be corresponding
edges�

� Improving the credibility of the input data�
Since there are a number of images of the same scene
available and the e�ects of image noise are di�erent
for each image� the signal�to�noise ratio may be im�
proved� Furthermore� edges created by shadows or
edges of regions with a di�erent hue may or may not
be visible under various lighting conditions�

� Improving the resulting output data�
The accuracy of the correspondence�range map may
be improved if both methods are carried out in�
dependently and a certainty measure is computed
for every pixel�region�object� Based on this mea�
sure better estimates of the true location may be
obtained through fusion� A special case are data
gaps� if in the results of one procedure data are
missing� these gaps may be eliminated from the cor�
respondence map by substituting the results pro�
duced by the other method� It is obviously desir�
able to mutually check the results of the output of
both procedures and to register distance values in
the correspondence map only if the distance between
the results remains below a certain threshold or if
the result of the fusion is above a certain credibil�
ity�plausibility�

Fusion methods aiming at improving the credibility of
input data or at restricting the working area of the ac�
tive procedure are not considered further� In the sequel



we describe a fusion algorithm that utilizes two evalua�
tions of images of the same scene with the rst evaluation
carried out by applying the active stereo algorithm� the
second evaluation carried out 
on the same images� by
using algorithms known from passive stereo�

� Fusion Algorithm

We now describe the algorithm for correspondence
search using the active method 
section ����� We then
go on to detail the fusion of theses results with passive
data 
section �����

��� Area�Based Active Stereo� Match�
ing of Colour�Codes

In a rst step the colour code of the pixel block centered
around a reference pixel 
whose associated distance is
to be determined� is compared with the colour codes
of all blocks along the epipolar line in the other im�
age� The search space is restricted by employing a lo�
cal disparity limit� To determine the similarity �� be�
tween two blocks H l

F and Hr

F of adjacent colour pixels
of intensity I � ��� ���	 and centered around the pix�
els to be compared 
l�r denoting the left�the right im�
age and HF�Hf a colour block�an intensity block with
f � F � fR�G�Bg�� the commonly used mean square
error 
MSE� or modications of it based on a suitable
normalisation may be used 
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As long as this procedure yields only unambiguous
matches� they are marked accordingly and used to cal�
culate range values� Ambiguous matches may occur dur�
ing the search for corresponding pixels due to various
reasons�

� The fuzzy integral can propagate identical similar�
ity measure values for slightly di�erent colour codes
of the compared line blocks� This e�ect may be re�
duced� if denitions other than the classical form of
the fuzzy integral 
�� are used� Examples are other
t�norms� e�g� the algebraic product instead of the
minimum�operator�

� Signicant changes of depth in the stereo scene
may cause identical colour codes to appear multi�
ply along a single epipolar line 
even if the coloured
light pattern itself is non�repetitive��

� The colour of objects in the scene may change the
projected light pattern by absorption in such a way
that several identical colour codes are generated�

In the case of ambiguous matches the following pro�
cessing steps are carried out for the pixels under consid�
eration� For the point in the left picture� rstly a list of
possible matches i 
with m list elements� along the cor�
responding epipolar line in the right picture is generated�
The elements are selected according to the local maxima
of the pixel colour similarity measure�

These possible matches are then examined further�
rst by considering a measure for the smoothness of
range values� Assuming that the reference point in the
left picture and every list entry i representing a point
in the right picture are actual corresponding points� the
range di of the object point related to the pair of image
points is calculated by triangulation� Furthermore� an
average range value d at the position of the considered
reference point in the range map is determined using
entries of the range map calculated previously within a
certain neighbourhood and the di�erence

�� � jd� dij 
��

is computed to evaluate the consistency�

Dening a measure for smoothness from the range
data using fuzzy sets is useful because there are no crisp
criteria for up to which limit a di�erence in range should
be regarded as smooth� Moreover� the average range
may grossly di�er from the true range at a specic point
and therefore could indicate a possible match creating
a smooth surface� Therefore the range values d and di
are fuzzied resulting in two fuzzy values eD� fDi with
membership functions �eD
d�� � eDi


d� and rated by the
measure

�
eD�fDi� � maxmin
d

��eD
d�� � eDi

d�	 
��

with d denoting range� Furthermore� gradient infor�
mation is taken into account� which is obtained as de�
scribed in the next section�



��� Fusion with Information from the
Feature�Based Passive Stereo

Two additional measures are computed based on infor�
mation drawn from low�level processing of the feature�
based passive method�

����� Measuring the angular deviation of gradi�
ents

A measure is calculated for the angular deviation of the
gradients in the neighbourhood of the reference pixel as
well as all possible matches� This measure has been de�
rived from a method presented in ��	� For each pixel in
the neighbourhood of the point of interest� gradient vec�
tors are estimated using Sobel operator masks� Summa�
tion of all these gradients G and their absolute values jGj
leads to the angular deviation � indicating the presence
of an edge in the vicinity of the considered point if the
angular deviation is low with respect to the gradients
evaluated 
for reasons of simplicity the colour channel
index f is omitted��

�
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Considering the angular deviation for both pixels of a
possible match three slightly di�erent cases may occur�

� Grossly di�erent values for �	Gl
 and �	Gr
�
With one of the related pixels being located in the
vicinity of an edge while the other is not� the pixels
are unlikely to be corresponding pixels�

� High values for �	Gl
 and �	Gr
�
Both pixels are likely to be located in image regions
without features suitable for the verication of pos�
sible correspondences� There are no edges to com�
pare and the directions of the gradients vary ran�
domly�

� Very low values for �	Gl
 and �	Gr
�
Both pixels are likely to be located in the vicinity of
an edge and thus are probably actual corresponding
pixels�

A measure �which indicates whether a possible match
belongs to a pair of corresponding edge points or at least
edge region points may be dened as�

�
�
�
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�
� ��max
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����� Measuring the similarity of gradients

Gradients in the neighbourhood of the reference pixel in
the left image and of the possibly corresponding pixel
are compared to evaluate a further similarity measure 	�
which is constructed from intersections of the fuzzied
components of all gradient vectors concerned 
denoted

as eGl and eGr� resp��� This is done separately for the X�
and Y �components in order to consider the direction of
the gradients as well as their magnitude and their nor�
malized average is computed 
this will be denoted as 	��
Particularly in case the angular deviation indicates the
presence of edges in the vicinity of the possibly corre�
sponding pixels� the measure for the similarity of gradi�
ents can be interpreted as a measure for the similarity
of the edges close to the regarded pixels� If� for example�
the pixels of a possible match can be identied as be�
ing close to edges with signicantly di�ering directions�
these pixels are not likely to represent an identical object
point�

����� Determination of the best match by fusion
of the similarity measure values

In this step the credibility of all possible matches i� i �
�� 
 
 
 �m is assessed by two di�erent methods�

Method �� Simple aggregation of all similiarity val�
ues separately for each of the three colour channels f � F
by the minimum�operator as proposed in ��	�

�fi � min
h
���
H
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r
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�
�
Glf �� �
G
r
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��� 	
 eGlf � eGrfi�i � �i� f 
��

This �and�ing� of the individual ratings implies a very
pessimistic 
or safe� decision for correspondences� The
disadvantage of this method is its in�exibility� no spe�
cic scene�related a priori knowledge can be taken into
account�

Method �� A rule�based approach was utilised to
overcome this in�exibility� The following rules were used�

R�� IF the di�erence between angular deviations
is HIGH THEN set output to LOW��

If one pixel is positioned in the vicinity of an edge

indicated by a low angular deviation�� whereas a
possible match is not 
i�e� angular deviation is high��
both pixels are unlikely to represent an identical
world point� Therefore the overall rating should
be reduced� 
More commonly the angular deviation
may also be interpreted as a measure for the local
signal�to�noise ratio��

R�� IF the di�erence between angular devi�
ations is MEDIUM THEN set output to
MEDIUM��

Like with rule R� the similarity between angular
deviations is evaluated but possible matches with
these characteristics are at least more likely to be
an actual correspondence� Propagating a medium
output is therefore justied�



R�� IF the di�erence of ranges is LOW AND
both deviations are LOW THEN set output
to HIGH��

If the range calculated for a possible match is only
little di�erent from a local average range value� t�
ting this range value into the map may provide a
smooth surface� The smoothness is further used to
determine� whether or not the matched pixels are
likely to be positioned near the same edge 
low de�
viations for both pixels just indicate positions near
any edge�� The overall rating should be rather high�
if both matched pixel are positioned near edges and
also contribute to a smooth surface in the range
map�

R�� IF the di�erence of ranges is HIGH OR at
least one deviation is HIGH THEN set out�
put to LOW��

This rule reduces the overall rating� if one of the
constraints given in rule R� is grossly violated� The
motivation for this reaction is therefore the same as
given for rule R��

R�� IF the intersection of gradient�trapezoids is
HIGH THEN set output to HIGH��

A local similarity of gradients at the positions of pos�
sible matches may not be su�cient to identify the
correct correspondence without further knowledge
but this rather unspecic information may be use�
ful to prevent confusing light�dark�transitions with
dark�light�transitions�

The models for the input�output fuzzy sets used in the
experiments are shown in Fig� � 
�di�erence of ranges�

a�� �intersection of gradient�trapezoids� resp� �di�er�
ence between angular deviations� with �� � j�
Gl� �
�
Gr�j 
b� and �output� 
c��� The logical operators
�AND� and �OR� in rules R� and R� were modelled as
min and max� The ratings �fi are determined through
defuzzication 
center of gravity� of the resulting fuzzy
set ��	�

In both cases the highest ratings

��f � max
i

�fi � �f 
��

indicate the possible matches which are most likely to be
the actual correspondence considering gradient informa�
tion of just a single colour channel f �

For the nal decision we select the match with the
overall maximum

�F � max
f

��f 
 �

because either a channel detecting only image noise in�
stead of an edge will produce a very low rating� or some
edges may only be visible in a single colour channel due
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Figure �� Input�output fuzzy sets

to di�erent absoption of the light pattern projected onto
the scene�

That match is then regarded as the new reference pixel
in the right picture� The whole procedure of nding the
match with the greatest similarity is repeated� comparing
this new reference with possible matches on an epipolar
line in the left picture� If the pixel with the highest
rating� determined after completion of the second run�
coincides with the original reference pixel 
within a small
tolerance�� these pixels are most likely to be actually
corresponding� and therefore this match is marked as
unambiguous� Otherwise the status of the regarded pixel
remains ambiguous�

	 Experimental Results

We evaluated stereo images of a size of ������� pixels

a white styrofoam part used in packaging� see Fig� ���
Using the mean square error for comparing the pixel
colour codes of line blocks of width �� and the similar�
ity measure ��� of 
��� the results shown in Tab� � were
obtained� Out of the total of ������ pixels for ��� �
no matches were found� They were not considered fur�
ther� The colour�coded active stereo procedure produced
�� �� ambiguous and ����� unambiguous matches� i�e�
����� or ��! of all pixels were matched� Note that this

Table �� Experimental results

Procedure� Active stereo FRB�Fusion applied

Pixels overall� ������

No match� ���	�

Ambiguous� ��	�� �	�
�

Unambiguous� ���� �����



Figure �� Test scene� left and right image

Figure �� Correspondence 
left� and range map 
right�

refers to the whole image but that for the black back�
ground areas included in the images in Fig� � no sensible
matches can be found� The additional use of the fuzzy
rule�based fusion approach 
FRB� generates ����� more
unambiguous matches� out of the ����� matches now
����� are unambiguous while only a remaining � ���
are ambiguous� In Fig� � 
left� unambiguous matches
appear as white� ambiguous matches as light grey� those
produced as unambiguous by fusion are marked as dark
grey� Black areas contain pixels for which no matches
were found� Fig� � 
right� shows the corresponding range
map 
brighter grey levels represent shorter distances be�
tween the object and the stereo camera system��


 Conclusions

The results presented in this paper indicate a clear
improvement over the pure active stereo procedure by
reducing ambiguities in the correspondence search� How�
ever� fusion has only been applied to the problem of re�
ducing ambiguity on a pixel level� It will be investigated
in the future how information on object points or feature
locations can be fused after independently processing the
input data of both methods�

The amount of information drawn from the passive
method is currently rather small� It remains to be seen
how the evaluation of additional processing results from
passive methods can be incorporated to improve the re�
sults further� To this end some of the methods as de�

scribed in ���  � ��� ��	 are currently being implemented
and will be tested on scenes similar to that shown in
Fig� �� Moreover� the rules described in section ����� will
be rened and heuristics for the selection of thresholds
will be developed�
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